
Real Men Eat Oysters
Montana. Not a place for Vans sneakers and scarves.  
STORY & PHOTOS BY WALTER LOCKWOOD

I love Montana. I love adventure. I love challenge. Having 
drained all resources from my shredded photographic self, 
including physical, psychic, and financial, I had nothing 
left to lose. 

At least this was how I was thinking after weeks of 
tortured and failed attempts at capturing big sky country 
in rare visual form.

So, when my number one contact, Cowboy Dave, offered 

me snuff tobacco I didn’t hesitate.
My god, the first pinch burned my sinus as if I were 

inhaling a hot coal. But keep it up and the pain gives way 
to a lasting and deeply seated aroma of tobacco delicately 
balanced with bergamot, spearmint, or toast followed by 
a snotty blow into a shirt sleeve that allows for another 
delightful pinch. Ah-h-h, the good clean Montana air 
filtered through nostrils packed with high nicotine snuff. 
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No doubt I was on my way to awe-inspiring images.
Now, Cowboy Dave is not only a true wrangler, but 

also an actor and a model and a very forceful tour guide 
indeed. One does not experience the real Montana (or get 
pictures) without eating testicles cut right in front of you 
from a baby cow then immediately cooked on a charcoal 
grill. (They taste like fluffy, fatty hamburger) 

Nor was I to escape the authentic, good time experience 
of building a cabin in the middle of nowhere at high 
elevation. 

On the way to the construction site we ran over a deer. 
Cowboy Dave saw it, said, “hold on” and hit the gas. 

“Gunning it” at the point of a deer hopping in front of 
your vehicle saves damage and is more humane for the 
soon to be road kill. I was beginning to learn about man’s 
relationship with animals from another perspective. 
The super heavy duty pickup hit the doe on my side of 
the truck. I saw the animal fly out from under the front 
wheels and shoot into the ditch. Dave’s truck was heavy 
enough that I didn’t even spill my watered-down, truck-
stop coffee. We got out, examined the hair stuck in the 
now crooked bumper, the dead, broken carcass. And then 
continued to a day of hard labor. 

Now back to the task at hand – creating mesmerizing, 
conceptual imagery to bolster my portfolio and insure my 
continued work as a photographer. At this time there were 
no (good) pictures in sight.

I was assured that models and contacts galore would be 
found at what turned out to be a drunken square dance 
that almost ended in a brawl. Quick tip — never refer to a 
cowboy’s neck ware as a scarf. It’s not a scarf; it’s a wild rag. 
I learned the hard way so you don’t have to. Oh, and if you 
happen to have a pair of vintage Iron Maiden Vans that 
you think are totally cool, leave them at home.

But these were mere formalities in the wake of disaster. 
Some of us learn the hard way that during October in 

Montana, a crystal clear, beautiful week of weather can 
easily be followed by days that match the climate verbatim 
to a Siberian frost. No amount of prep can sway the 
punishments of Mother Nature. 

Ah, but now, I’m too invested to change plans so it’s time 
to double down.  

It dawns on me, intrepid creator that I am, that the 
snow-filled mountains are an excellent setting for a “turn 
of the century cowboy camp.” So we spend the day with 
a tractor flattening the snow in a clearing and construct 
two antique canvas tents with a stovepipe fireplace and all. 
And we didn’t neglect to build a stone fire pit and haul 
and stack all the firewood for the background. It’s a period 
piece, after-all, so don’t forget the tin cookware. And yes! 
They have horses. 

Don’t ask me how I got all that stuff in a day. 
Alas, when you’re wasted from exhaustion and in a rush 

to beat the weather, you’re sure to forget something… like 
a good concept or direction. 

And without that it just doesn’t matter how many times 
you pull the shutter, how great the lighting is, or how hard 
you work. I was starting to feel like Terry Gilliam trying to 
make Don Quixote. 

I could also load you up with hundreds of pictures from 
this adventure. Including the deer, turn of the century 
cowboy camp, cathouse, and a flotilla of nauseatingly 
bad stock photos. Still the story continued with hunting 
mishaps, abandoned whore-houses, Canadian bikers, 
wretched casinos, charging moose, and the toughest 
person I’ve ever met, ever. 

At least by the time of collapse I had traded my Vans for 
a decent pair of boots. I had to because the Vans got stuck 
in a muddy field on a farm where they sit today.

But you get the picture. It is this single image of Cowboy 
Dave that is the one and only great shot from the weeks of 
turmoil. 

And this image, for me, is worth every drop of blood it 
took to get it. I

Still the story continued with hunting 
mishaps, abandoned whore-houses, 
Canadian bikers, wretched casinos, 
charging moose, and the toughest 
person I’ve ever met, ever.


